ECO VÅTRUM

EcoDesign LOT 20 Compliant

Small and efficient

Eco Våtrum

Wet areas like bath and shower rooms have the same high comfort demands as other spaces. Roundline
Eco Våtrum heater has an electronic thermostat and gives a comfortable heat. The even heat saves a lot
of energy.
This is the smallest wetroom heater on the market that has an electronic thermostat. It keeps a low surface
temperature and its safty class is IP 24 (splash proof).
THERMOSTAT: Elektronic

MAINTANANCE

The electronic thermostat gives a temperature stability of ±0,2°C
regardless of the outdoor temperature. Range of temperature
5-35°C.

The smooth front is easy to keep clean. Roundline is easy to
swing out or detach when cleaning or renovating. Vacuum from
underneath the radiator.

FUNCTION

SERVICE AND WARRANTY

The temperature knob is located on the radiator’s side with an
arrow and 20°C marking. Lowering the temperature: The temperature can only be lowered with the thermostat knob. A LED
light lights up when the thermostat turns the heater on. When
the thermostat is running normally the LED light lights up every
40 seconds and is turned on as long as needed for maintaining
a steady temperature. there are both daily and weekly pre-programmed programs to choose from.

Please contact us if you have any questions.
Warranty: 2 years.

ROUNDLINE IS A SAFE HEATER
Roundline has a low surface temperature. The heater has no
sharp corners. Roundline must not be covered. If it is, and the
temperature inside the radiator becomes too high, an overheating failsafe activates.

Tego Cutstomer Service: +46 (0) 418 - 45 58 25
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Fast Installation

Roundline Våtrum may be installed in zone 2 and outside.
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